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That female was

promoted without

knowing anything

about Maintenance

She's new and

keeps bossing us

around - it's

humiliating

We're not sure...ask

the FLS

Not sure - ask the

FLS

There is initial

training when we

were hired, but no

refresher training

We don't know - there

were no instructions on

what size ladder to use

YES

_________ 

Not needed

according to our

supervisor

Not needed

according to our

supervisor

A work order was not

needed according to

our supervisor

There was no work

order provided

MECHANICS SAID

THE FOLLOWING:

I don't know much about

Work Controls and did

not realize we needed a

PJB in TSR areas

I was hired as a FLS

less than a month ago

from Engineering under

a waiver. 

Training has been cut

back or not offered at

all

I went alone because

my manager told me

to take an Uber

Work was designated

skill of the craft, which

does not require WOs,

PJB, and JHAs

I was hired as a FLS

less than a month ago

from Engineering

under a waiver. 

Training has been cut

back or not offered at

all

HR PARKING LOT

I was hired as a FLS

less than a month ago

from Engineering under

a waiver. 

Sally Answer Key

Managers Answer Key

Work was designated

skill of the craft, which

does not require WOs,

PJB, and JHAs

I was hired as a FLS

less than a month ago

from Engineering

under a waiver. 

Training has been cut

back or not offered at

all

Maintenance has been routinely

assigning work as skill of the craft

as a work-around to the WC

program.  In fact, there are 124

other activities besides this one

currently designated skill of the

craft.

The current WC

Program is way too

cumbersome for

simple tasks. 

The current WC

program imposes all

requirements on every

job, regardless of

complexity.

The site has not adopted a

graded-approach to Work

Controls with requirements

commensurate with the

complexity of the jobs. 

Because she was the only

applicant, forcing Management to

waive the requirements to fill the

position. In fact, 50% of

supervisors do not currently meet

the supervisor position

descriptions.

The company's salary

structure is resulting in

personnel filling

positions they are not

qualified for.

It is common that no

one with experience

applies for  Maintenance

Supervisor positions.

50% of all training has

been converted to

Read-and-Sign over the

past few years.

Major Training Program

revisions were made to

save money, without

considering the overall

impact of the changes.

The site lacks a formal change

management process to

evaluate the impact of

significant changes on

stakeholders, programs,

processes and procedures.

Deepest-Seated Causes

(are they Root Causes?) 

Contributing Factors

The LOIs led us down to these

three common cause pathways,

which we explored and led us to

the deepest-seated causes: the

point of origin for these cause and

effect pathways. 

Root Cause Validation Checklist:

- Root causes are the deepest-seated of the identified causal factors.

- The root causes are common to a number of other causal factors.

- The root causes were shown to create a direct path to the symptoms for the event. 

- The root causes are causing other events, not just the one being evaluated. 

- Addressing the root causes would have a high likelihood of preventing recurrence.

- An Extent of Cause review will be required.
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SALLY SAID THE

FOLLOWING:

Fall prot and PPE

reqmts were not

discussed prior to

start

We did not receive

training on fall

protection

I never worked in

Maintenance before

She must not have

known she needed fall

protection above 6'

I never heard of the

Fall Protection

Program

The FLS probably did

not have know about

ladder usage 

We usually cover

precautions during

the pre-job brief, but

we did not have one

Training has been cut

back or not offered

at all

I was hired as a FLS

less than a month ago

from Engineering under

a waiver. 

The work was

designated skill of the

craft and does not need

WO, JHA, Pre-JB

I didn't know I could

not work alone 

The work was designed

skill of the craft and

does not need WO,

JHA, Pre JB

I was hired as a FLS

less than a month ago

from Engineering under

a waiver. 

The Manager was

not aware of that

requirement.

Does not remember

any training on it.

Training has been cut

back or not offered at

all

Yes - the mechanics

don't respect me as

their supervisor

I was trying to prove

myself to the crew 

Because they are all

chauvinist pigs and

trying to make me

fail...let's not talk about

it any more!

Experienced mechanics

would be taking a pay cut if

promoted to FLS, due to the

loss of overtime and holiday

pay.

We don't have a

process to evaluate

the impact of major

program changes.

"You'll have to ask someone else"

"That's above my paygrade"

Don't know, ask the managers" 

The grey boxes are

already on the board

from a previous session

with a group of

Mechanics.

The work was

designated skill of the

craft and does not need

WO, JHA, Pre-JB

The work was

designated skill of the

craft and does not need

WO, JHA, Pre-JB

The work was

designated skill of the

craft and does not need

WO, JHA, Pre-JB
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Place-keepers

are removed

from the board

to continue with

the line of inquiry

S1.2 Are there any

personality conflicts

we should be aware

of?

GOAL FOR THIS EXERCISE:  The goal for this exercise is practice critical thinking, setting up the BlueDragon HCA

Framework, developing Lines of Inquiry, facilitating a causal analysis session, practice asking WHY questions and following

the Why Staircase, capturing cause & effect relationships on the chart, identifying and tagging common causes, and

identifying root causes & contributing factors.  You know the drill.  

Gather and organize the Fact Finding results into a timeline and the applicable

defenses (administrative  requirements and physical barriers that should have

prevented the event from happening).  Start by conducting an Analysis of Defenses

and looking for symptoms.  Once each defense is evaluated with at least one LOI,

then continue with a Comparative Timeline/Task/Change Analysis by reviewing the

timeline for additional (non-repetitive) LOIs. 

After developing LOIs from the timeline and the defenses, use the insights gained

from additional analysis of available data (i.e. Pareto Analysis, Process Maps, Fault

Tree Analysis, Affinity Diagrams & Surveys) to develop lines of inquiry to evaluate

other symptoms/irregularities.  

After developing LOIs from data analysis, take a step back and review the five

standard themes (or any additional themes that emerged) and generate additional

lines of inquiry to pursue other possible symptoms or irregularities.  

Once you are satisfied with the Lines of Inquiry, establish a game plan for

conducting facilitated causal analysis sessions with spall representative samples of

affected organizations. Start by scheduling those closest to the work first, and work

your way up to supervisors and managers.  The final session is always with senior

management from the affected organizations, to avoid any surprises. 

MURAL TIPS: 

1. MAKING POST-ITS: 

   - Double click anywhere on the Mural --- select a square or rectangle

   - After typing in the pos-t and before hitting enter, click TAB to start a new one

   - Click on a post-it and select Control-D to duplicate

   - Use Control-C to copy a post-it, place the cursor where you want it and use Control-V to paste 

2. ZOOMING IN AND OUT: 

   - Zoom Settings are at the bottom right of the Mural at all times.

   - Select Trackpad mode or Mouse mode depending on whether you have a Mac or PC

   - To zoom in, click on a post-it or note to show the pop-up window; click on the magnifying class

icon to zoom in on that area. 

3. MOVING MULTIPLE POST-ITS AT THE SAME TIME (FOR PCs)

    - To move a group of post-its in a row, hold the shift key down, then drag and cursor across all

the post-its you wish to move to highlight. 

    - To move select post-its, hold the control key down, and click on each one individually.  

90 minutes

Why did the

mechanic take off the

rubber glove? 

8/2/19, 10:20AM: The lead

mechanic removed the

rubber glove on right hand

and began loosening the

bolts on the valve flange. 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

Crafting evidence-based Lines of Inquiry

Using Evidence Without Evidence

Did the mechanic use

rubber gloves for

working on HF? 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

TIMELINE

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

LINES OF

INQUIRY

LINES OF

INQUIRY

THEMES

D1. WC 1. All work above

6 feet in the air requires

a Job Hazards Analysis

(JHA).

D2. WC: 2.  All work in areas

that contain equipment

credited in the Technical

Specification Requirements

(TSR) require a Work Package

(WP)

D3. HUM 1. Pre-job

briefings by First Line

Supervisors (FLS) are

required for all work in

TSR areas.

D4. HUM 2. Jobs that

may result in injury

must have a Safety

Rep present.

D5. SAF 1. When

working above 6

feet, fall protection is

required.

D6. SAF 2. When

working with ladders,

never step on the top

rung. 

D7. TRA 1. Operators

and Mechanics require

initial training, and

refresher training every

2 years.

D8. ER 1. Injured personnel

that are taken to the hospital

must be accompanied by a

representative from

management.  

D9. PHYSICAL: a

step ladder tall

enough for the job is

required

D10. PHYSICAL: fall

protection harness is

required above 6'

D11. PHYSICAL: hard

hat, gloves, safety

glasses are required

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

ANALYSIS OF

DEFENSES

HUMAN PERFORMANCE - AT RISK BEHAVIORS PROGRAMS, PROCESSES, PROCEDURES EQUIPMENT  MGMT      ERROR-LIKELY SITUATIONS (External Factors that Change Behaviors)

D5.1 Why was FLS

not wearing fall

protection above 6'

D6.1. Why did FLS

step on top rung of

the 10' ladder

D4.1. Why was FLS

working alone without

the crew or a Safety

Rep present

D2.1 Why was there

no work package for

this job in TSR area

D1.1 Why was there no

work job hazards

analysis (JHA) for job

in TSR area

D3.1 Why no pre-job

brief for this job in

TSR area

D8.1 Why did FLS go

to the hospital in an

Uber without a

management rep

D7.1 Was initial and

refresher training up

to date for the FLS

and the crew

D9.1 Was a 10 ft

ladder the right size

for the job

D11.1 Did the crew

and FLS wear gloves,

hard hat, eye

protection

S1.1. Why did the FLS

lack of familiarity or

experienced cause an

error likely situation?

D5.1 Why was FLS

not wearing fall

protection above 6'

D5.1 Why was FLS

not wearing fall

protection above 6'

D6.1. Why did FLS

step on top rung of

the 10' ladder

D4.1. Why was FLS

working alone without

the crew or a Safety

Rep present

D2.1 Why was there

no Work Order (WO)

for this job in TSR

area

D1.1 Why was there

no Job Hazards

Analysis (JHA) for job

in TSR area

D3.1 Why no pre-job

brief (PJB) for this job

in TSR area

D8.1 Why did FLS go

to the hospital in an

Uber without a

management rep

D7.1 Was initial and

refresher training up

to date for the FLS

and the crew

D9.1 Was a 10 ft

ladder the right size

for the job

D11.1 Did the crew

and FLS wear gloves,

hard hat, eye

protection

S1.1. Why did the FLS

lack of familiarity or

experienced cause an

error likely situation?

D5.1 Why was FLS

not wearing fall

protection above 6'

They don't respect me

as their supervisor and

harass and try to

intimidate me

Because they are all

chauvinist pigs and

trying to make me

fail...let's not talk about it

any more!

They don't respect me

as their supervisor and

harass and try to

intimidate me

I was trying to prove

myself to the crew 

Because they are all

chauvinist pigs and

trying to make me

fail...let's not talk about it

any more!

They don't respect me

as their supervisor and

harass and try to

intimidate me

Not sure - ask the

FLS

I went alone because

my manager told me

to take an Uber

1

D8.1 Why did FLS go

to the hospital in an

Uber without a

management rep

Continue answering this

thread until reaching the

deepest-seated cause

below in dark blue.

Point out that this last

answer leads to a

common cause (if

needed).  

Breakout #9ANS - Sally and Mgmt Answer Keys

7/11/19, 0700 the Maintenance Manager

assigned the First Line Supv (FLS) and

her crew the task of installing labels on

site valves that are 15 feet or more in

the overhead of a secure building

containing special nuclear materials.  

0705 The Manager

provided FLS with verbal

instructions (no work order

or job hazards analysis

(JHA) provided).

The job included work

in areas credited in the

Technical Safety

Requirements (TSR)

TIMELINE #1 

WORK CONTROLS

F
A

C
T

 F
IN

D
IN

G 0730 Sally and the

crew got a 10-foot

step ladder out of

stores.

0810 The crew began

installing labels 15 feet

in the overhead at

various locations.

0800 A Safety Rep (also

Union) arrived to

provide oversight

because they were

working above 6 feet. 

1000 The crew entered

a restricted area that

housed equipment

credited in the TSR.  

1015 the Mechanics

and the Safety Rep

went on their Union

break.  

1020 FLS decided

continue the work

while the crew was

on break.  

1025 FLS stepped on the

top rung of the 10 foot

ladder without fall

protection, losing her

balance, falling and

breaking her arm. 

TIMELINE #2

CREW

PERFORMANCE

1030 Crew returns to

find FLS injured.  They

pointed her to the site

clinic and FLS walked

there by herself.  

1040 FLS arrives at

the site clinic and is

told to go to the

hospital. 

1045 FLS calls her

Manager, who tells

her to take an Uber

to the hospital.  

1130 Sally arrives at

the hospital, is treated

and released 3 hours

later.

TIMELINE #3

EVENT RESPONSE

S1.2 Are there any

personality conflicts

we should be aware

of?

The FLS was

promoted with no

prior maintenance

experience

The FLS did not know

about working in Tech

Spec areas, fall

protection and ladder

usage. 

Working Environment Survey:

Did any of these external pressures create an Error-likely Situation? 

Evidence & Data Analysis

TOOLS / EQUIPMENT INTERFACES

LADDER FALL PROTECTION PPE

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

ON 7/11/19, at approximately 1025, a new First Line

Supervisor (management, not Union) stepped on

the top rung of a 10 foot step ladder, lost her

balance and fell, breaking her arm. The Supervisor

and her crew were working in the overhead near

equipment listed in the TSR .  

S1

The individual capability

survey results all have to do

with Sally the supervisor. You

only need to craft one LOI

from these three factors.  

The personality conflicts are

between FLS and the

Mechanics.  Generate one

LOI to address this survey

result. 

ABBREVIATIONS

ER - Emergency Response

FLS - First Line Supervisor

HUM - Human Performance

JHA - Job Hazards Analysis 

SAF - Safety Program 

TRA - Training Program

TSR - Technical Safety Requirements

WC - Work Controls

WP - Work Package

Admin

Team Members:

1. A

2. B

3. C

Team Roles and Responsibilties:

Team Lead:  Read (1) to (5) to the rest of the team and follow the instructions.

(1) Team leader - go over the evidence (schematic, tools and equipment); everyone else, click on the team leader's bug to follow

them as they navigate through the screen.  

(2) Everyone: read the entire timeline, the defenses, and steps 1 to 3 in RED below on your own.  Let the team lead know when you

are done.  

(3) Team leader: 

     - Assign 1 person to create a problem statement. 

     - Divide up the 11 defenses evenly between the group and develop LOIs to evaluate each of the defenses.     

(4) When developing LOIs, make sure:

    - the LOIs do not use accusatory language

    - the LOIs do not presume guilt when asking about data results

     - the LOIs do not lead the SMEs down a certain path (belying your own biases)

(5) After the initial set of Lines of Inquiry are developed, we will play "LOI BINGO" to:

    - Determine if the team missed any important LOIs.

    - Identify the minimum set of questions that we will be using to proceed to Phase 2. 

Sally Answer Key: This person will be in another breakout room with the answer key.  They will represent Sally and a small group

of other First Line Supervisors (her peer group).

Manager Answer Key: This person will be in another breakout room with the answer key.  They will represent all of the managers

from affected organizations.

Lead Facilitator (rotating position) – has the lead in asking the lines of inquiry, asking WHY questions to follow the Why

Staircases.  They signal to the scribe what to write and makes sure the scribe captured the right information and placed the post-it

where it belongs on the chart.  

Scribes (rotating position)  – two persons will work in tandem to document the answers on post-its, taking care to capture the

cause & effect relationships. The lead facilitator has to make sure that the scribes fully capture was was said.  Do not allow scribes

to shorten the information and miss critical information.  The Team Lead can also be a scribe.   

T2.1: Why did the FLS

decide to continue

working when the

crew went on break?

T2.2: Why was the

FLS performing

Union work?

T2.3: Why did the

crew not help the

FLS get to the clinic?

T2.1: Why did the FLS

decide to continue

working when the

crew went on break?

T2.2: Why was the

FLS performing

Union work?

T2.3: Why did the

crew not help the

FLS get to the clinic?

That female was

promoted without

knowing anything

about Maintenance

Yes - She's new and

keeps bossing us

around - it's

humiliating

Mechanics FLS

She got herself into

this mess, she can

take herself to the

clinic!

Same as the previous

question: trying to prove

myself because the don't

respect me: they're all

pigs!

I was trying to prove

myself to the crew 

Because they are all

chauvinist pigs and

trying to make me

fail...let's not talk about it

any more!

They don't respect me

as their supervisor and

harass and try to

intimidate me

I was hired as a FLS

less than a month ago

from Engineering under

a waiver. 

The FLS was

promoted with no

prior maintenance

experience

The FLS did not know

about working in Tech

Spec areas, fall

protection and ladder

usage. 

Mechanics FLS

I think they hate me

and were glad that I

got hurt. 

EXTENT OF THE 

CAUSES

WHAT OTHER

PROGRAMS BESIDES

TRAINING HAD MAJOR

CHANGES RECENTLY

WHAT OTHER

POSITIONS BESIDES

FLS ARE AFFECTED BY

THE SALARY

STRUCTURE

WHAT OTHER MAJOR

PROGRAMS ARE NOT

UP TO INDUSTRY

STANDARDS

DETERMINE IF ANY

OF THE 50% OF

READ AND SIGN

SHOULD NOT BE

DETERMINE IF ANY OF

THE 50% OF FLS HIRED

UNDER A WAIVER ARE

SET UP TO FAIL

DETERMINE IF ANY OF THE

OTHER 124 WORK ORDERS

ARE EXPOSING PERSONNEL

OR EQUIPMENT TO HAZARDS

AND REQUIRE FULL WORK

CONTROLS


